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Among the settings of Tasso’s Gerusalemme Liberata, Eredi’s L'Armida del Tasso posta in 
musica a cinque voci (1629) is striking for its large dimensions and for its formal complexity. 
The book, entirely focused on Armida’s character, is articulated in two long cycles of nine and 
ten ottave, respectively, which recount the most emblematic episodes of the enchantress' 
thwarted amorous adventures with Rinaldo. The first cycle, drawn from canto XVI, corresponds 
to Rinaldo’s departure from Armida’s island, a famous passage that madrigal and opera 
composers frequently set to music. The second cycle, drawn from canto XX, narrates the 
reconciliation of the two lovers after the victory of the Christian army. These much less 
popular ottave have played a less significant role in the musical reception of Armida’s character 
in the Seventeenth Century, as they were set music only by Eredi and, for three of them, by 
Antonio Cifra. 

Eredi composed the music for his Armida emphasizing the symmetrical structure that 
underlies the two episodes. In canto XVI, the narrative tensions weave in Armida’s idyllic and 
imaginary garden, while in canto XX, they resolve on the bloody battlefield at the foot of 
Jerusalem. In this paper, I will analyze how Eredi rendered musically the many parallelisms and 
oppositions that underlie the two passages: femininity and virility, war and peace, hatred and 
love, Islam and Christianity. Drawing on Craig Stuart Sapp’s pitch-scapes for the Tasso in Music 
Project, I will argue that Eredi shaped his modal organization to construct a double sonic 
otherness: one representing Rinaldo and the departure of the Christian warrior in the first cycle; 
the other representing Armida’s death and Pagan suicide in the second cycle. This modal device 
creates a strong formal coherence and powerfully dramatizes the narrative knots and resolutions 
by putting the listeners through Armida’s various affective states. 

 


